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• A short Wiki History
• 6 Myths about wikis
• Context Matters/A model for wiki use & 
research
• Wikis in Education
• The technical perspective
• Wiki as authoring tools for OER
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A short wiki history
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6 Myths about Wikis
1.) All wikis work like Wikipedia
2.) A Wiki is the best software for every purpose 
3.) Wikis are only used in non-commercial contexts 
4.) Openness is holy
5.) WikiWords are nice
6.) Wikis provoke cooperation
Context Matters
Orlikowski/Robey 1991: A Structurational Model of 
Information Technology (vgl. Kalz 2005) 
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Wikis in Education (1/3)
Daniel Schneider, Uni Genf
ACT 2005
Wikis in Education (2/3)
PIM
• Personal Knowledge 
Management
• Vizualisation of individual 
kowledge structures
• Living documents with 
versioning
Knowledge Base
• Repository for (tacit) 
knowledge in a group
• KB for a study program
• KB for a course
More examples
(Klampfer 2005)
• Wiki Based Brainstorming
• Projectmanagement
• WikiWeb-Quests
• Wikis as E-Portfolios
Wikis in Education (3/3)
Ebersbach 2005
The technical perspective (1/4)
Tonkin 2005
The technical perspective (2/4)
The technical perspective (3/4)
Tonkin 2005
The blogosphere is the magic that
happens above blogs — the blogosphere
is a community that might produce a 
work. Whereas a wiki is a work that
might produce a community. 
Ward Cunningham, 
Wikisym 2005, 
17.10.2005
The technical perspective (4/4)
Government of Victoria, 
AUS 2003
Authoring OER with Wikis (1/2)
• Wikis support a special Web Content 
Lifecycle (different from most CMS)
• The authoring process is visible
• Wikis support individual authoring as well 
as group and mass authoring
• Wikis realize the read/write-web ideal that 
TBL had in mind when designing the 
WWW
Authoring OER with Wikis (2/2)
• More (experimental) research about wikis
• Convergence with other tools
• Usability
• Should wiki really replace an LMS?
• How to author OER in wiki and use them 
in any LMS?
Discussion
Thanks for listening!
